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the process of implementing the functional components of economic security in 

order to prevent possible dangers and achieve the maximum level of economic 

security. Now more than ever, it is important to protect against economic threats, 

which can be both external and internal.  Indispensable employees in the compa-

ny's staff will be specialists who have economic knowledge, the basics of juris-

prudence and law enforcement at the same time. An economic security specialist 

is a specialist capable of performing tasks to ensure the security of the individual, 

state and society in the economic sphere, threats to economic security, apply 

mechanisms to neutralize and prevent threats. Also, protect the economic interests 

of state authorities, the budget system, state and non-state corporations, banks, 

investment companies whose activities are direct both within the country and 

abroad.  

Summing up, we can say that economic security is an integral part of our ra-

ther complex and rapidly developing life. Economic security exists and plays an 

important role in every area of production. It depends on how effective this or that 

area is. For the successful organization and implementation of economic security 

measures, highly qualified specialists are needed who will be able to have a deci-

sive impact on a certain sector of industry, economy, politics and many other ar-

eas. Such people need to be properly prepared for their professional activities. 

Because the success of the case will depend on their decisions and actions. We 

hope that in the future the training of specialists in this specialty will be continued. 
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Dog trainers are specialists in breeding and training dogs. They study the 

physiology and behavioral characteristics of four-legged pets, learn to use their 

skills for the benefit of humans. All this knowledge is based on the science of 

dogs – cynology. The teaching includes all the subtleties of dog breeding, the 

specifics of interaction between people and animals, the rules of caring for repre-

sentatives of individual breeds. 

Nowadays, work at the border is impossible without the participation of dogs. 

Dogs help detect narcotic substances, search for people by smell and have many 

other duties.  

About 30 years ago, a canine center was created on the basis of the Smorgon 

border group. Today, future dog handlers and service dogs are trained here for 

border guard agencies throughout the country. At the beginning of 2023, the bor-

der service of the Republic of Belarus employs over 650 dogs. 90 percent is pre-

pared by the Center in Smorgon. 

Preparations are underway in several directions. After a search training 

course, a service dog can identify the scent of a person passing some time ago, 

move along the trajectory of his movement and detain the offender. It is also sub-

ject to other requirements - for example, to search for a person at various objects, 

in hard-to-reach areas - through swamps, bushes, the dog moves independently, 

finds the intruder and reports this to a specialist dog handler. She searches the 

area when the violator, during pursuit, gets rid of evidence, contraband or some 

items. From a huge number of odors, dogs are taught to detect the smell of weap-

ons, ammunition, explosives, and all types of narcotic substances. 

Dog handler training lasts about 4 months. During this period of time, experi-

enced dog handlers work with novice dog handlers and pass on all their 

knowledge to them. During this time, dog handlers will be trained in special train-

ing, training a service dog, using it when serving on the State Border, and will be 

given a veterinary training course with the study of anatomy, dog diseases, and 

the provision of first veterinary aid. The main emphasis, of course, is on training 

the dog. 

Dog handlers have a huge responsibility to prepare puppies that will later 

guard the borders. Therefore, both dog handlers and dogs are under strict control. 

Dog trainers work with certain breeds. Most often these are German and Bel-

gian shepherds, Labradors, and spaniels. It is important that the dog is balanced, 

not afraid of people and cars, and clearly follows general obedience commands. 

The canine service of the Ministry of Internal Affairs is an elite unit of spe-

cialists ready to carry out operational combat missions with 100% efficiency. 

Their most important weapon is not only their firearms skills or hand-to-hand 
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combat skills, but also a well-coordinated fighting pair consisting of a dog handler 

and a service dog. 

The methods of training the dog handlers themselves and their four-legged 

friends in the Russian Federation are not really different from the training in the 

Republic of Belarus. 

Training of service dogs is carried out at the Central Customs (Canine Center 

of the Federal Customs Service of Russia), regional canine centers, as well as in 

foreign canine training structures. The training takes on average three months. 

Upon completion, a canine specialist and a service dog pass a special exam, which 

includes a search for smell in the premises, vehicles, luggage and carry-on lug-

gage of passengers, as well as an obedience course (general training course). A 

specialized educational institution (canine training center) carries out certification 

(certification) of a service dog with the issuance of documents of the established 

form. 

To work in this area, dogs of medium and large breeds (Labradors, German, 

Belgian shepherds, setters, etc.) are selected: it is easier for a large dog to reach 

the piece of hand luggage that the passenger is holding in his hands, and there is 

no need to rise on his hind legs to do this. 
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